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ABSTRACT
In this paper we develop a general dynamic pricing scheme
based on consumer-indexed marginal cost, and demonstrate
its properties in a simulated electricity market derived from
New York ISO data. We show that monotonic marginal
(MM) pricing provides price certainty, ensuring that every
consumer’s instantaneous price is non-increasing for a con-
stant consumption level. Additionally, we show that MM
pricing ensures budget balance for energy suppliers, allow-
ing them to recover any operating costs and a profit margin.
Using a Summer 2012 peak load day as a case study, we
simulate a population of over 25000 electricity users and
evaluate the performance of an example MM pricing plan
versus historical real-time prices under various demand elas-
ticities. The results demonstrate that MM pricing can pro-
vide system-level demand response and cost savings com-
parable with real-time pricing, while protecting consumers
from price volatility.

1. INTRODUCTION
While the true cost of supplying electricity varies through-

out the day, prices paid by consumers have traditionally
been static, dominated by flat tariffs designed to cover util-
ities’ long-term average costs. For this reason, the demand
side of the electricity market has historically been unre-
sponsive, requiring generation to continually adjust to meet
demand—sometimes at great cost. To improve efficiency,
many in industry and academia have advocated a transition
to dynamic pricing in retail energy1 markets [6, 7].

While there are many forms of dynamic pricing, includ-
ing critical peak pricing and time-of-use rates [1], arguably
the most widely-supported mechanism is real-time pricing
(RTP), whereby retail rates change on an hourly or sub-
hourly basis to reflect the marginal cost of generation. How-
ever, the inherent volatility of real-time prices may harm
consumers (particularly low-income consumers) and may dis-
courage participation in voluntary RTP programs.

Early real-time pricing pilot programs in the United States
sought to mitigate price risk by providing a consumer base-
line energy level at a fixed rate and pricing deviations from
the baseline at the real-time rate, yet such policies were
largely abandoned after market restructuring in the late
1990s [4]. More recently, some have proposed the use of
conventional financial instruments to mitigate price risk [5].
Today, utilities participating in wholesale energy markets

1We will use the terms electricity and energy interchange-
ably in this paper.

(with volatile prices) rely heavily on such instruments to
manage risk, but such strategies may be too complex or
time consuming to be carried out by ordinary consumers.

Motivated by these concerns, we develop a novel pricing
scheme which approximates the dynamics of marginal-cost-
based plans to encourage demand response while provid-
ing consumers with price certainty : the guarantee that, for
an uninterruptable consumption period and a constant con-
sumption level, an individual’s price will never increase. We
apply this monotonic marginal (MM) pricing concept to a
model energy market, using data from New York State, and
assess its performance by comparison with historical real-
time prices and a reference flat tariff.

Other non-traditional mechanisms have been proposed to
enable demand response without the risk of price volatil-
ity [12, 17]. Our monotonic marginal pricing concept differs
from such approaches because it is a true dynamic pricing
scheme—that is, it influences demand by allowing prices to
vary for all consumers—yet its fundamental properties mit-
igate volatility.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we present
the principles of monotonic marginal pricing. Section 3 pro-
vides a brief overview of energy market concepts and out-
lines the market model used in this paper to simulate an
MM pricing plan. Section 4 presents simulation results and
analysis. Finally, we conclude in Section 5.

2. MONOTONIC MARGINAL PRICING
In this section, we present the framework for monotonic

marginal pricing. Although we discuss this pricing scheme in
the context of electricity markets, the framework is broadly
applicable to systems where the cost of providing a service
is a function of (time-varying) user demand.

We consider a system where any user i arrives at time ti
and stays for Si amount of time. We define tdi = ti + Si as
the departure time of user i. During her stay, user i induces
a quantity li of load (i.e., power demand) to the aggregate
system load. Without loss of generality, we index the users
from 0 based on their arrival time: ti ≤ tj , ∀i < j. We
denote L(t) as the aggregate system load at time t, defined
as L(t) =

∑
{i:t∈[ti,tdi )}

li. We denote L−(t) as the aggregate

system load seen by an arrival at time t (excluding all arriv-
ing load at that instant), defined by L−(t) =

∑
{i:t∈(ti,tdi )}

li.

From each user i’s perspective, we keep track of the amount
of active load Li(t) that arrived no later than time ti:

Li(t) = L(ti)−
∑

{j:ti<tdj≤t, tj≤ti}

lj , ∀ t ∈ [ti, t
d
i ). (1)
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Figure 1: Illustration of MM pricing.

Similarly, we define L−i (t) as the amount of active load that
arrived strictly earlier than ti:

L−i (t) = L−(ti)−
∑

{j:ti<tdj≤t, tj<ti}

lj , ∀ t ∈ [ti, t
d
i ). (2)

We denote C(L) as the system cost, which is a function of
the aggregate system load L. Based on the above definitions
of Li(t) and L−i (t), we define the (instantaneous) monotonic
marginal price for any user i as

Pi(t) =
C(Li(t))− C(L−i (t))

Li(t)− L−i (t)
, ∀ t ∈ [ti, t

d
i ), (3)

Notice that at t = ti, Equation (3) represents the system
marginal cost of serving the aggregate arriving load. Fur-
thermore, if Li(t) − L−i (t) � L(t), then the monotonic
marginal price may be approximated by Pi(t) ≈ C′(Li(t)),
the consumer-indexed marginal cost at load Li(t).

Given this price, it follows that the instantaneous pay-
ment, Q, of user i is

Qi(t) = liPi(t), ∀ t ∈ [ti, t
d
i ), (4)

Figure 1 illustrates the dynamics of MM pricing under
user arrivals and departures. In Figure 1 (a), when user 3
arrives at time t3, she pays the system marginal cost in-
curred by her contribution to the aggregate system load. In
Figure 1 (b), when user 2 leaves the system at time td2, the
aggregate system load is reduced. This does not change the
price for user 1 who arrived earlier than user 2; however, it
reduces the price for user 3, who now pays the marginal cost
as if she had entered the system directly after user 1.

This simple example highlights several desirable charac-
teristics of MM pricing, for both electricity producers and
consumers. First, the total payment of all users covers the
exact system cost. Second, the presence of new user load
does not affect prices for other active users. Finally, a user’s
price will never increase over time. We now formally state
these properties, and discuss them in greater detail.

Theorem 1 (Budget Balance). For any time period
[T1, T2], the aggregate user payment equals the aggregate sys-
tem cost, i.e.,∫ T2

T1

∑
{i:t∈[ti,tdi )}

Qi(t)dt =

∫ T2

T1

C(L(t))dt. (5)

Theorem 1 implies that by using MM pricing, an energy
supplier can fully recover its cost of generating (or other-
wise procuring) electricity. The supplier can also be sure to

Figure 2: Relationship between wholesale and retail
energy markets in a restructured environment.

obtain any fixed profit margin by shifting the cost curve up-
ward and implementing MM pricing on this adjusted curve.
We follow such an approach in Section 3.

Theorem 2 (Price Certainty). If the system cost func-
tion C(·) is convex, then for any user i, her instantaneous
payment function Qi(t) is non-increasing in [ti, t

d
i ), i.e.,

Qi(T2) ≤ Qi(T1), ∀ ti ≤ T1 ≤ T2 < tdi . (6)

Theorem 2 implies that under MM pricing, every user has
a price guarantee upon arrival. In the worst case, a user
will be charged at the flat rate Pi(ti). This is particularly
advantageous in an electricity market setting, where price
volatility can have political economy implications, and has
been seen as a barrier to adopting other marginal-cost-based
schemes (i.e., real-time pricing [5]).

Theorem 3 (Cross-User Monotonicity). If the sys-
tem cost function C(·) is convex, for any user i and j, and
time t ∈ [ti, t

d
i ) ∩ [tj , t

d
j ), their instantaneous prices satisfy

Pi(t) ≤ Pj(t), if and only if ti ≤ tj . (7)

Theorem 3 implies that by comparing the prices of active
users, the longer a user stays in the system, the lower her
unit price. Therefore, there is an incentive for users to re-
frain from changing load frequently. This may prove to be
beneficial in an electricity market (and physical power sys-
tem) context, where supply and demand must be actively
balanced in real-time to ensure reliability.

In the remainder of this paper, we construct and apply an
example monotonic marginal pricing plan to a model energy
market. We use this model to illustrate the beneficial prop-
erties of MM pricing from a system-centric perspective (i.e.,
to induce demand response in times of high load) and from
a consumer-centric view (i.e., to provide price certainty).

3. ENERGY MARKET MODEL
In this section we briefly discuss features of restructured

energy markets and develop the market model used to eval-
uate monotonic marginal pricing.

3.1 Restructured Electricity Markets
Restructured electricity markets of the type found in the

United States consist of auction-based wholesale markets
and secondary retail markets (see Figure 2). Generation
companies and distribution utilities (i.e., energy retailers)
submit supply and demand bids, respectively, which are col-
lected and processed by a market clearing entity called an
Independent System Operator (ISO). The wholesale energy



market is settled through a uniform clearing price auction
which, under perfectly competitive market conditions2, in-
centivizes suppliers to bid their true marginal cost [3]. Since
generators are dispatched in least-cost merit order, all infra-
marginal suppliers are paid more than their marginal cost
bid, which allows them to recoup fixed costs and earn a
profit [14].

Distribution utilities re-sell the energy they purchase to
end-users, using whichever pricing scheme they choose—
most often a flat tariff designed to cover long-run average
costs. However, these intermediate retailers typically rely
on bilateral contracts as well as the wholesale spot market
to procure the energy they provide to consumers [13]. This
makes it difficult to estimate their underlying cost structure.
Therefore, in this paper we use publicly available wholesale
market data to estimate the system-level costs incurred by
energy producers (i.e., generation companies), C(L), and
use this as a proxy for the energy retailers’ costs.

3.2 Supply-side Model
The market model, which we construct using data from

New York State, consists of an aggregate supplier marginal
cost function, C′(L), a population of consumers generated
from a queueing model, and two dynamic pricing schemes:
monotonic marginal pricing and real-time pricing.

First, we develop the supplier cost model. Figure 3 shows
a scatter plot of historical New York Independent System
Operator (NYISO) load and clearing price data (1-hour res-
olution) from 65 non-holiday weekdays in June, July, and
August 2012 [20]. As discussed previously, these market
clearing prices, i.e., the supply bids of the most expensive
generation resource needed to meet system load, represent
the system marginal costs C′(L) at specific loads L. Using
these data, we obtain the system marginal cost curve C′(·)
(a 5th degree polynomial), which is shown as a dark solid
line in Figure 3. This marginal cost curve, C′(L), is mono-
tonically increasing over the observed historical load range;
therefore the corresponding system cost function C(L) is
convex, satisfying the necessary conditions for Price Cer-
tainty and Cross-User Monotonicity (Theorems 2 and 3).

The potential economic value of demand response is clear
from the system marginal cost function, which escalates from
less than $100/MWh at L = 28GW to over $300/MWh at
L = 32GW . This rapid escalation of supply cost near the
system’s peak load level has been observed in other large
electricity markets as well3. Under the flat retail pricing
schemes that are prevalent today, consumers have no incen-
tive to reduce consumption at any time—not even when the
system is approaching critically high load levels. To inves-
tigate demand response under dynamic pricing, we model a
population of energy consumers who may adjust their de-
mand individually, based on the prices they observe when
they begin using electricity.

3.3 Demand-side Model
We obtain a population of electricity consumers by work-

ing backwards from a known NYISO system load curve.
We approximate the specified daily load shape using an
M(t)/G/∞ queuing model with price-responsive user loads.
This model is used because electricity is an instantaneous

2Discussion of the degree of market power present in whole-
sale energy markets is out of the scope of this work.
3See Figure 2–1 in [18].
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Figure 3: MM pricing model derived from historical
market data from the Summer of 2012.

resource, available as soon as a user load is activated, and
there is no a priori reason to believe that user load durations
(service times) are exponentially distributed.

The system load at any time t can be expressed as L(t) =
n(t)l̄, where n(t) is the number of consumers in the system
and l̄ is the average user load. In this case, we know L(t)
from the NYISO data and our task is to approximate that
curve by varying the effective arrival rate λ(t), which can
be approximated via n(t) by Little’s Law [15], i.e., n(t) ≈
λ(t)E[S], where E[S] is defined as the expected service time.
From these two relationships, it follows that

λ(t) ≈ L(t)

l̄E[S]
. (8)

After capturing the original system load shape, we in-
troduce a demand elasticity model (maintaining the same
user arrival rates) to evaluate the demand response perfor-
mance under the different pricing schemes. There are two
commonly accepted measures of elasticity in the energy eco-
nomics literature: own-price elasticty indicates the extent to
which consumption is altered in response to changes in price,
while elasticity of substitution indicates the extent to which
consumption is shifted between time periods in response to
changes in relative price [8, 23] 4.

In this work, we consider an isoelastic own-price elasticity
model similar to that used in [10]. In particular, we assume
that any user’s reference consumption level equals the aver-
age load l̄ under a flat tariff Pf . Under a dynamic pricing
plan (MM or RTP) user i observes a price Pi(ti) when she
enters the system. Based on her price and the price elasticity
ε, she chooses her consumption level to be:

li = l̄

(
Pi(ti)

Pf

)ε

(9)

Note that we model the aggregate user behavior by a sin-
gle elasticity parameter ε, while individuals may adjust their
consumption level up or down when they enter the system,
depending on whether the dynamic price is higher or lower
than the original flat tariff.

We derive the reference flat rate, Pf , using Energy Infor-
mation Administration data from June, July, and August
2012 [9]. During this period, the average retail electricity
rate in New York was $160.90/MWh. However, in addition
to covering the cost of supply (energy), these rates include
delivery charges as well as various taxes and surcharges.

4Note that own-price elasticity takes negative values, while
the elasticity of substition is typically positive.
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(b) Real-time price data.

Figure 4: NYISO market data (July 17, 2012) used to simulate monotonic marginal pricing.

For the New York State Electric and Gas company, supply
charges account for roughly 50% of a typical residential cus-
tomer’s annual cost of electricity [21]. Therefore, our model
flat rate, Pf , is assumed to be 50% of the New York average
rate: $80.45/MWh. This price level is shown as a thin red
line in Figure 3.

3.4 Dynamic Pricing Schemes
We use the market model to explore how consumers who

were exposed to a flat rate respond to two dynamic pricing
plans: monotonic marginal pricing and real-time pricing.

The RTP plan simply passes historical NYISO real-time
prices directly to end-users. These prices are recorded every
5-minutes and can vary greatly throughout the day (e.g.,
Figure 4 (b)). Real-time pricing has been widely studied
over the years [2, 4, 5, 22]. Here, we simulate consumers’
response to RTP simply to provide a comparison for our
monotonic marginal pricing scheme.

The MM pricing policy we simulate is based on the empiri-
cal marginal cost function discussed in Section 3.2. However,
the fundamental payment process under MM pricing (differ-
ent rates for different users, depending on arrival time) dif-
fers from the uniform clearing price mechanism underlying
C′(L). This means the MM pricing curve must be adjusted
to allow suppliers to recover fixed costs and earn a profit.
Rather than attempting to estimate these values, we assume
that suppliers earn an acceptable profit and cover all costs
under the model flat tariff (Pf ). Therefore, we obtain the
adjusted monotonic marginal pricing function by shifting
C′(L) upward until the same revenue level is reached for a
specified daily load curve. For the case study in this paper,
we adjust C′(L) based on Pf = $80.45/MWh and on the
(simulated) load profile in Figure 4 (a). This adjusted MM
price curve is shown as a thick dashed line in Figure 3.

We leave the study of more sophisticated MM pricing pol-
icy design for future work. In practice, utilities considering a
transition from flat-rate pricing to MM pricing would likely
consider expected demand response, upper and lower ac-
ceptable price bounds, and their underlying costs at various
demand levels.

3.5 Case Study: July 2012 Peak Load Day
New York State’s annual peak load occurs during the

Summer months, particularly in June and July. In 2012 the
system peak load for the month of July, 32.439GW, occurred
on July 17th. Unsurprisingly, this was one of 6 days during
the Summer where the NYISO called upon its emergency
demand response resources to help maintain reliability [19].

We use this peak load day as a case study for monotonic
marginal pricing, simulating a population of over 25000 con-
sumers and evaluating their aggregate demand response and
individual price attributes.

Electricity demand has been observed to be relatively in-
elastic in response to dynamic pricing, with empirically de-
termined own-price elasticity values typically falling in the
range of (−0.4, 0) [8]. However, within this range, many re-
ported values tend closer to −0.10. Therefore, in this work
we simulate conservative values of−0.10, −0.07, −0.05, −0.03,
and −0.01, as well as an inelastic base case.

Historical real-time load and price data for July 17th are
shown in Figure 4 (a) and (b), respectively. Our simulated
user load is also shown in Figure 4 (a). The user queuing
simulation is run over the day’s 24 hour time horizon, with
a 2 hour initialization period prior to collecting data. Con-
sumers arrive through a time-varying Poisson process, with
rates λ(t) determined from equation (8). The expected load
duration, E[S], is assumed to be 30 minutes, with a uni-
form distribution over [0, 60min]. The consumers’ reference
consumption level, l̄, is assumed to be 50MW.

Simulation parameters were chosen to ensure that the
number of consumers remained manageable while still pro-
viding sufficient representation of the effects of dynamic pric-
ing. These values will only approximate the shape of the
NYISO load curve, as seen in Figure 4. A model with a
larger number of users (i.e., smaller l̄) will fit the NYISO
data more closely.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Using the July 17th case study, we illustrate the features

of monotonic marignal pricing and contrast them with those
of real-time pricing. For each of the elasticity cases, we
simulate the same population of consumers to obtain the
induced (elastic) system load under both plans. We then use
two metrics, average peak reduction and total cost savings to
assess performance. Finally, we use the consumer population
to highlight the price certainty property of MM pricing.

4.1 Demand Response
Figure 5 shows elastic user demand on July 17th for both

MM pricing and the actual NYISO real-time prices under
elasticity case ε = −0.05. Qualitatively, it is clear that both
dynamic pricing plans are able to achieve significant demand
reduction during the afternoon. However, while RTP pro-
duces a noticeable increase in consumption during morning
and nighttime (off-peak) hours, the MM load profile has no
discernable increase. This is a consequence of the exam-
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Figure 6: Demand response performance for MM
and RTP, compared to the inelastic base case.

ple MM price curve used in this analysis (Figure 3), which
is close to the flat rate, Pf , at low load levels. We defer
further discussion of this behavior to Section 4.3, but note
here that other MM pricing curves could be constructed to
encourage greater off-peak consumption. However, since dy-
namic pricing is typically intended to reduce peak load, we
focus our analysis on price-induced demand response.

In particular, we concentrate on the time between 14:00
and 18:00, which indicates the period when emergency de-
mand response resources were actually dispatched by the
NYISO on this particular day. We define the average peak
reduction as the mean difference between the inelastic load
curve (shown in black in Figure 5) and the (MM or RTP)
elastic curve during this time. For the elasticity case shown
in Figure 5, MM pricing produces an average peak reduc-
tion of 1873 MW, or 5.8% of the daily peak, while real-time
pricing achieves a reduction of 788 MW (2.4%).

These load reductions, along with changes outside of the
14:00 to 18:00 peak hour window, lead to significant sys-
tem cost savings. We evaluate this metric for each dynamic
pricing plan over the entire 24 hour day, using the empirical
marginal cost curve, C′(·) (see Section 3). For each time
period of constant load L under MM or RTP, and constant
load L0 for the original system, we calculate the difference as∫ L0

L
C′(l)dl. Of course, for RTP, the off-peak load increases

partially offset savings during other periods; therefore we
compute this metric with and without considering load in-
crease. For the curves in Figure 5, the total cost savings
are $2.86mil for MM pricing, and $0.60mil (or $1.20mil) for
RTP.

In fact, Figure 6 shows that for every elasticity case the
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Figure 7: Visualization of user prices under MM
pricing, grouped by load duration and arrival time.

MM policy results in greater average peak reduction (a) and,
correspondingly, larger total cost savings (b) than the his-
torical real-time prices on this particular day. However, the
results should be qualified. It is clear that the simulated
load produced by the consumer queueing model (Figure 4
(a)) overshoots the actual system peak of roughly 32.4GW
during the peak period. These elevated model load levels
cause MM prices to be higher than the historical real-time
prices, which are fixed, causing MM demand response lev-
els to be somewhat higher. The takeaway from these re-
sults is that monotonic marginal pricing does compare fa-
vorably with real-time pricing from a system standpoint,
producing a high level of demand response and substantial
cost savings. Furthermore, as we show in the next section,
monotonic marginal pricing offers additional benefits to con-
sumers through price certainty.

4.2 Price Certainty
One important advantage MM pricing has over RTP is

its price certainty property, which helps protect consumers
from price volatility. While the theoretical basis for this
property is discussed in Section 2, its impact on consumer
payment is also evident from our simulation results.

Recall that, under MM pricing, all users are ordered based
on the times at which they arrive in the system (ti), with
the index of active users determining their unit price. This
means that an individual user’s price will tend to decrease
as her load duration increases (with constant consumption),
because earlier users leave the system. To illustrate this
property, we consider the inelastic demand base-case and
classify consumers into four groups based on load duration
(Low or High) and initial time of use (Extended Peak or
Off-Peak). Users with a Low duration satisfy Si ≤ 20min.
Similarly, Extended Peak users satisfy 12pm ≤ ti ≤ 8pm.
These population segments’ initial and final MM prices are
shown in Figure 7.

In each subfigure, all users fall below the dashed 45◦ line,
indicating that every user’s final price is lower than her ini-
tial price. Although it is clear that users’ initial prices can
be very high during peak hours—which is desirable from a
system standpoint to encourage demand response—all con-
sumers with a high load duration see their final prices con-
verge to approximately the same low value: roughly $56/MWh.
These patterns are best understood in conjunction with the



MM price curve in Figure 3. At low system load levels the
curve is relatively flat, but it escalates rapidly once the load
level exceeds 28GW. This escalation, combined with the oc-
casional demand spikes in the simulated system load, leads
to a number of extreme price values during peak hours. Of
course even if the total system load is at such a high level,
users who began consuming at off-peak times will occupy
the lowest positions in the price hierarchy, allowing them to
retain a lower price while new arrivals pay the (adjusted)
marginal cost induced by their new load.

While consumers benefit from this price certainty feature,
it is interesting to consider a broader system perspective as
well. MM pricing favors long-lasting, roughly constant loads
over short-term loads, since prices tend to decrease over
time. For an electric power system (which must maintain
supply and demand balance) it seems natural to favor loads
with a longer duration over short bursts of demand, since
thermal power plants cannot change their output rapidly
(generally 5% or less per minute [11]), and incur additional
costs for doing so [16]. Therefore, monotonic marginal pric-
ing may offer system benefits beyond the load reduction typ-
ically associated with demand response.

4.3 Further Discussion
While the example MM pricing curve in this paper pro-

vides a high level of demand response with price certainty for
consumers, there are other considerations worth discussing.
First, it is clear from Figure 5 that the simulated MM policy
provides a stronger incentive to reduce peak consumption
than to shift consumption to off-peak hours. In this case
study, RTP provides lower off-peak prices than MM (i.e.,
more incentive to shift load) at the expense of greater volatil-
ity throughout the day. An individual consumer’s preference
would likely depend on the time flexibility of her loads, as
well as her aversion to price volatility. In this context, it is
also interesting to note that residential users may be more
responsive to high peak prices than to low off-peak prices [2].

Finally, while price certainty is a desirable, and fundamen-
tal, property of MM pricing, it is important to remember
that customers will likely perceive volatility through their
monthly electricity bills. Therefore, MM pricing policies
must be designed to balance demand response objectives
with customers’ total costs. In future work, we intend to
address these topics in greater detail, including comparisons
with RTP and other pricing schemes over multiple days with
different load and price characteristics. Another area of fu-
ture work is operational feasibility and scalability, since MM
pricing relies on the indexing of individual loads.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper we introduce a novel dynamic pricing scheme,

monotonic marginal pricing, which is inspired by marginal
cost pricing, yet provides price certainty for consumers. This
property guarantees that an individual user’s price for a con-
stant consumption level is non-increasing. We use historical
market data from New York State (NYISO) to derive an
example MM pricing policy and supplier cost model. Us-
ing a peak load day from 2012 as a case study, we assess
the MM scheme’s performance by comparison with historical
real-time prices and a reference flat rate pricing plan. The
results show that MM pricing achieves system-level demand
response comparable with RTP, while protecting consumers
from price volatility.
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